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ABSTRACT
This thesis has a two-fold purpose: (1) to provide 
an historical outline of the incidence of patriotic 
thematic material in Western art by presenting examples of 
works from dominant Western cultures beginning with Greece 
and Rome and including Britain, France, Germany, Spain, 
Italy and the United States. Examples given are in 
sequence from the eleventh century to the present excluding 
the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth centuries. Greek 
and Roman examples are from two major epochs— the Hellen­
istic period of Greece, 323 to 146 B.C. (Greek period of 
nationalism) and the period 27 to 117 A.D. in Roman 
history (the period in which Rome achieved great power and 
prosperity). The outline is limited in the sense that 
each culture or time period is not covered in depth; an 
attempt is not made to trace influences in style or 
techniques or to give an extensive critique on the works. 
Rather, by the presentations of the examples it is intended 
to demonstrate that patriotic imagery does exist in art 
throughout history, it does exist in cultures of Western 
man, and by the nature of the content in the works (and 
through our knowledge of history and the artists) it does 
present a culture's viewpoint toward national imagery
ix
(in some cases viewpoints of segments of the population 
and in other cases viewpoints of a large majority).
Examples given were chosen on the basis of their status as 
major historical works and because of the extensive amount 
of national imagery employed in each. (2) To present a 
discussion of my personal artistic involvement with the 
patriotic theme and to present selected examples of my 
works in which national imagery has been employed. Discus­
sion of my work is confined to art work produced in the 
period 1969-1971 and is intended to provide a comprehensive 




Webster's Dictionary in its usual succinct manner 
defines patriotism simply by the phrase "love for or 
devotion to country,"  ̂and for general purposes this pro­
nouncement is probably quite adequate. When it becomes 
necessary, however, to view the complex and highly abstract 
qualities inherent in patriotism more specifically, a more 
comprehensive definition becomes an important requisite.
Since, in this thesis, patriotism is discussed in 
relation to its effects on man's endeavors in art, an 
expanded or more detailed definition must necessarily be 
shaped to encompass the viewpoint of the artist. There­
fore, the following definition should not be viewed as a 
completely objective judgment.
Patriotism can be thought of as the summation of all 
facets of a society's allegiance to itself, its leaders, 
and its code of conduct, whether the code be real, ideal 
or imagined. It embraces all the ideals that a society 
frequently holds sacred, as well as the methods by which
^Webster's 3rd New International Dictionary. 19 61,
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such ideals are preserved. Song, myth and theater are 
some of these representations. Patriotism also consists of 
those elements which most concern the artist— the symbolical 
representation of a society's ideals in the form of paint­
ing, sculpture, or other art forms.
Because so much of the artist's thematic material 
throughout time has been of a patriotic nature, and because 
of a society's recognition and acceptance of his images, 
the artist has played a dominant role in the propagation of 
nationalistic feeling. By the manner in which the artist 
has presented his material— paintings of heroic battle 
scenes, military parades, sculptures of famous national 
leaders or patriotic personalities, the artist has become 
(inadvertently or by purpose), a recorder of history and a 
commentator of the social thinking extant in his particular 
period. For instance, in the paintings by the early 
American artist, John Trumbull, the patriotic fervor felt 
by the people at the birth of a new nation is exemplified 
by his preoccupation with painted compositions of American 
revolutionary war battle scenes. Trumbull's battle scenes 
are replete with dead and dying heroes resplendent in their 
dazzling uniforms, flags and banners flying in profusion 
in the background, all serving to accentuate the patriotic 
theme to its fullest. Horatio Greenough's heroic statue 
of Washington attired in the garb of a Grecian diety and
3
seated regally on a throne brings to mind the vision of a 
god-figure accepting the adulation of his people. Both 
Trumbull's and Greenough's works are historically and 
socially appropriate for the period of American history 
that they represent.
Patriotic and nationalistic fervor, however, does not 
always remain at the same level of intensity or accept the 
same ideals indefinitely. Recent changes of viewpoint in 
America, reflected in art and other social communication 
media, seem to indicate that a large segment of the 
American population places less emphasis on the earlier 
patriotic ideals depicted by Trumbull and his contempora­
ries. The cry of early American artists that it was their 
duty to "embody in enduring and beautiful forms...all that 
is glorious and ennobling in our history, character and 
life as a people"^- has been replaced by a clamor which 
suggests that it is necessary to represent those aspects 
of history and character that are not so ennobling as well. 
As an example, the assemblages of moderns such as Edward 
Kienholz or Ben Talbert, which are constructed from found 
objects and decayed or deliberately disfigured items, 
present patriotic imagery in such a chaotic and undignified 
manner that the viewer is instantly accosted with the
^■Lillian B. Miller, Patrons and Patriotism (Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press ,' 19bfcJ , p, &0.
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feeling that the works of these artists bear no kinship 
whatever with the works of Trumbull or Greenough. Often 
the titles of modern works appear to degrade or insult the 
patriotic image. Kienholz's work entitled "George 
Warshington [ sicj in Drag" or "Untitled American President," 
for instance, are deprecatory captions to the ear of the 
average individual, but as with the works themselves, the 
titles of modern efforts by artists such as Kienholz are 
often indicative of the contemporary artist's unflattering 
view of the patriotic image. An attempt at analyzing this 
viewpoint has been made by Joseph Campbell:
The community today is the planet, not the 
bounded nation; hence the patterns of projected 
aggression which formerly served to coordinate 
the in-group now can only break it into factions.
The national idea, with the flag as totem, is 
today an aggrandizer of the nursery ego, not the 
annihilation of an infantile situation... and the 
numerous saints of this anti-cult— namely the 
patriots whose ubiquitous photographs draped with 
flags serve as official icons are precisely the 
local threshold guardians whom it is the first 
problem of the hero to surpass. ̂
Whether Campbell's analysis is legitimate or not 
remains a subject for debate; nevertheless, his observation 
does emphasize the fact that the patriotic image is an 
ever-changing and nebulous entity, subject to the current 
beliefs and philosophies of any particular period.
-'-Joseph Campbell, "The Hero With a Thousand Faces" 
in The Hero in Literature, edited by Victor Brombert 
(New York: Fawcett World Library, 1969), p. 279.
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With this thought in mind, it is possible to discern 
the purpose of the artist who utilizes the concept of 
patriotism as a basis for thematic material. Being a 
product of society himself, and through his inclination 
toward discovery and appraisal, the artist is able to 
present the patriotic image in a manner that he believes 
most honestly represents its nature at the time in which 
it is being depicted.
Chapter II of this thesis will attempt to provide, 
through an historical tracing of patriotic imagery in art, 
the viewpoint of the various cultures of Western man 
toward nationalistic or chauvinistic ideals and the effect 
of these ideals on specific art forms.
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL REVIEW: PALEOLITHIC ERA TO 
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
In tracing an historical account of patriotic material 
in art, a logical beginning would be in the discussion of 
the cave art of the paleolithic period, since the drawings 
and paintings of this era represent the earliest recorded 
beginnings of the whole artistic process. Although the 
meanings of the cave paintings of prehistoric man have 
never been completely and satisfactorily explained by 
anthropologists and archaeologists, certain interpretations 
have gained widespread acceptance.
Paleolithic man's expressive renderings of various 
animals are commonly thought to have been executed as a 
form of sympathetic magic to insure a tribe's good luck in 
the hunt for those animals depicted. In conjunction with 
the animal paintings, curious symbols and grid-like designs 
appear on the cave walls, and it is the popular theory that 
these designs are man's first early attempts at represent­
ing a tribal or group symbol, perhaps the artist's first 
usage of a patriotic theme in his work.^-
lAlbert E. Elsen, Purposes of Art (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, 1962 ) , pTi ST
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Nationalistic subject matter in early Western culture 
is first accurately recorded in Greek art of the Hellenistic 
period, 323 B.C. to 146 B.C. Prior to this era, in what 
is called the Hellenic period of Greek art, 1100 B.C. to 
323 B.C., nationalism did not play an important role in 
Greek life. The concept of a nation as a territorial or 
spatial unit did not exist in the minds of the early Greeks, 
and they concentrated more on cultural rather than national 
unity.^
With the ascent to power of Philip of Macedon and 
later, with Alexander the Great, Greek attitudes took a 
different turn. Philip of Macedon, victorious in a number 
of battles, succeeded in bringing the mainland of Greece 
into a single kingdom. With Philip’s death, his son, 
Alexander the Great, went on to conquer most of Asia Minor, 
establishing a huge empire which greatly reinforced Greek 
nationalistic feeling. After the demise of Alexander, the 
empire was divided among his generals, and one of them, 
Attalus, was given the original Greek holdings bounding 
the Aegean Sea. Attalus ruled from Pergamon, the most 
influential city in the Greek sphere. He promulgated 
the belief of semi-divine status, connected with the 
king's right to rule, and he successfully instilled a 
devotion toward the state in his subjects.
^William Fleming, Arts and Ideas (3rd ed.; New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., n'.d.), p, 35.
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The art of Pergamon strongly reflected the national­
istic attitude of the Pergamenes, Large monuments were 
commissioned which commemorated the victories of Attalus 
over neighboring kingdoms. In one monument, which consists 
of a circular platform ten feet in diameter, a cylindrical 
base rises abruptly about seven feet from the center. On 
this base are placed statues of the victorious Pergamenes 
and their leader, while statues of their vanquished 
opponents are found below on three descending steps.
Another art masterpiece of Pergamon is the Altar of 
Zeus, built by the successor to Attalus, Eumenes II, It 
depicts a familiar and favorite Greek tale, the battle of 
the gods and giants. Although a mythological occurrence is 
recorded, the theme is, in essence, a thinly disguised 
allegory of the war between the Pergamenes and the Gauls. 
The Pergamenes in the guise of the gods have superhuman 
characteristics, while the giants, who have distinct 
features of Gallic types, are depicted as loathsome 
monsters.
Pergamon marked the end of the Attalid Empire, and 
the traditions present in its art were eagerly taken over 
by the Romans who gradually annexed the territory of the 
Greeks. In the ensuing Art of the Romans, the Greek- 
inspired patriotic motifs once again became dominant,




The statue of the Roman emperor Augustus is an 
excellent example of the Roman attitude toward national 
leadership, Augustus stands stiffly in the attitude of an 
imperator addressing his troops. Delicately carved on the 
breastplate of his armor are numerous scenes recounting 
the grand achievements of his reign, Augustus’ statue 
represents an idealized image of the stalwart guiding 
force of the country that the Roman emperor represented. 
Another art form which serves to illustrate Roman 
pride of empire is the "Column of Trajan" in Rome which 
commemorates the Emperor Trajan’s victories over the 
Dacians. A carved spiral band winds from bottom to top 
of the column pictorially depicting the defeat of the 
barbaric Dacian hordes. Trajan is characterized on the 
column as the defending hero of the empire and shares 
honors equally with the victorious Roman army. Roman 
architecture, too, represented a strong patriotic attitude. 
Elaborate temples were erected to emperors, much in the 
same spirit as in the building of the Washington monument 
or the Lincoln memorial in America,^
With the fall of the Roman Empire in 756 and the 
increasing dominance of the Christian religion, patriotic 
thematic material in Western art was largely overshadowed 








of the Middle Ages. When the patriotic image did come to 
the fore as it did in the Bayeux Tapestry, commemorating 
the Norman invasion of England in 1066, it demonstrated 
that a people's instinct to represent triumph over their 
enemies in their art was still very strongly felt.
The Bayeux Tapestry is not a tapestry in the true 
sense but, rather, a long embroidered sheet, designed to 
hang in a church. In a continuous sequence, much resembling 
an epic poem in pictorial form, the scenes on the tapestry 
delineate historical Norman events, as well as the heroic 
exploits of William the Conqueror and his army in the 
battle of Hastings. The figure of William the Conqueror 
dominates much of the tapestry, since it was primarily for 
William's glorification that the tapestry was commissioned. 
Seventy-nine panels or scenes divide the tapestry. Panels 
one through thirty-four are concerned with William's 
rightful claim to the throne of England as lawful successor 
to Edward the Confessor, William is shown seated serenely 
on his throne exhibiting his future dignity as king of 
England. Upper and lower borders on the early panels 
depict animal figures similar to figures in Aesop's fables. 
The choice of the fox, crow, goat and cow depicted in the 
presence of a lion are allusions to the kingly nature of 
William the Conqueror and the lowly nature of his enemies. 




preparations for William's revenge on Harold, an English 
Duke, who had established a claim to the English throne.
In panels fifty-four to seventy-nine the great battle is 
depicted and the climax is reached with Harold slain, the 
English turned in flight, and William emerging from the 
battle triumphant. Because the tapestry was meant to 
hang in a French church where it could be viewed and 
admired by the populace and because the tapestry depicts 
William as a heroic monarch exacting just vengeance for 
the treachery of his enemies, the tapestry, in these 
respects , approaches propaganda.
Flesh and blood living heroes are not the only 
patriotic images depicted in art works. The statue of 
St. George (a heroic, semi-mythological symbol of the 
triumph of good over evil) by the fifteenth century 
Florentine sculptor Donatello is evidence of a mythic 
figure being employed as subject material. Donatello 
designed his statue as a symbol of the city, a heroic image 
with which the citizens of Florence could identify them­
selves.1 The statue embodied ideals of vigilance, courage, 
strength and youthful manliness. St. George was designed 
to stand erect and attentive with gaze level and unwavering, 
an aspect that imparts a mystical and vigilant quality to 
the statue's appearance. The thrust downward of the




statue's feet as if it was defying gravity and the heavy 
solid appearance of the armor gives the impression of 
great strength. Youthful manliness is apparent in the 
unbearded and rather soft facial features that manage to 
retain their masculinity because of the very masculine 
features of the compressed lips and tightly furrowed brow. 
Moreover, Donatello carved St, George standing fully 
clothed in his armor and with shield and sword, seemingly 
ever ready to defend the honor of the city and to protect 
its inhabitants from undesirable elements.
Often heroic events such as those recorded in the 
Bayeux Tapestry were events that took place during the 
artist's lifetime (it is thought that the Bayeux Tapestry 
was completed about twenty years after the battle). Yet, 
contemporary events do not provide the only source of 
material of historical or nationalistic significance for 
the artist. Albrecht Altdorfer, a sixteenth century 
German painter, chose the "Battle of Issus" in which 
Alexander the Great defeated the Persian monarch Darius 
as the theme for his great masterpiece. His painting, 
commissioned by the Duke of Bavaria, was intended to 
serve as a model of inspiration to the citizenry. In a 
panorama of majestic splendor, it depicts Alexander as 
the magnanimous symbol of military valor. An undocumented 
speech supposedly given by Alexander to his troops before 
the battle provided a motive for Altdorfer's labor:
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Alexander reminded his warriors, veterans 
of his victorious battles in Europe, that their 
indomitable will rather than his command was now 
driving them to the conquest of Asia and the 
farthest Orient; he called them the 'liberators 
of the globe who would make India a Macedonian 
province and also eventually extend his Empire 
to the western confines of the world.' 'You 
are not,' he exclaimed, 'destined to live 
hemmed in by the rocky crevices and barren 
glaciers of your homeland. The riches of the 
Orient are spread out at your feet!'^
It is not difficult to imagine how the eloquence of 
Alexander's words could inspire the motive behind 
Altdorfer's work. Because the painting gives the spectator 
the impression of being suspended above the scene which is 
being depicted and allows the spectator to view vast 
expanses of landscape that eventually drift off into 
infinity, the spectator is made to feel that he is trans­
ported up and away from his earth-bound existence. This 
feeling of being transported up and being able to view an 
event in complete perspective lends a mystical quality to 
the work and imparts the feeling of immense significance 
to the event taking place.
By a number of methods, Altdorfer manages to express 
Alexander's heroic qualities. One method used is the 
depiction of a tablet which floats in the air over the 
battle. The victory and magnitude of the battle is
-̂World Confederation of Organizations of the 
Teaching Profession, Man Through His Art, Vol. I; War 
and Peace (Greenwich, Conn,: New York Graphic Society. 
T7o 4), p. 1*2.
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described in Latin: "Alexander the Great vanquishes the 
last Darius, slaying 100,000 foot soldiers and 10,000 
horsemen of the Persians, The mother, the wife and the 
children of King Darius as well as a thousand fleeing 
horseman in complete disarray were taken prisoners,"^
Another method Altdorfer employs to indicate 
Alexander's invincibility is the manner of depiction of 
Alexander in the painting; he is shown as a knight mounted 
on horseback and in hot pursuit of Darius, He is 
fantastically and magnificently armored, and the inscription 
on the trappings of his horse identifies him as Alexander 
Magnus or Alexander the Great, To tie the theme of his 
painting more firmly with his own time Altdorfer used 
such devices as depicting the participants of the battle 
in the armor and dress of sixteenth century Germany and 
representing the battle banners and flags in the painting 
as those common to his time.
The seventeenth century Spanish artist, Velasquez, 
presented art of great national and historical importance 
much as Altdorfer did. His painting "The Surrender of 
Breda" is considered one of the greatest presentations of 
an historical event in Western art. Breda, a fortress in 
the Netherlands, was captured in 1625 by the Spanish
llbid.
PLATE VII
SURRENDER OF BREDA - VELASQUEZ
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during the tragic European Thirty Years War. Velasquez 
worked from eye-witness accounts of the surrender a short 
period after it had happened, and because of this, and due 
to his penchant for accuracy, his depiction is considered 
extremely authentic. Velasquez’s artistic genius deftly 
captured the impressive amount of pageantry and ceremony 
that surrounded the event. The victorious Spaniards are 
painted in a manner that brings to mind the Roman represen­
tations of heroic conquerors accepting the homage of 
vanquished nations, Lances and battle standards of the 
Spaniards in the painting are held erect and threatening 
and are clearly used as symbols of triumph, while the 
weapons of the Dutch hang in a dejected and disorderly 
fashion, symbolizing their defeat. Other details, too, 
enable the viewer to perceive the victorious aspect of the 
Spaniards. For instance, the strength and energy that the 
well-groomed, prancing horse of the Spaniards exhibits 
forms a strong contrast to the docile nature of the tightly 
reigned horse of the Dutch. The magnificent costume of 
the Spanish General, Spinola, with bright crimson sash, 
gold embroidered jet black coat and fine leather boots 
greatly enhances the victorious appearance of the 
Spaniards; as opposed to the dull brown costume of the 
defeated Dutch General which adds to the dejected attitude 
of the conquered army. In addition, Velasquez depicted the
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defeated General in an attitude of supplication (the Dutch 
General is shown bowing as he presents his sword to Spinola) 
while the Spanish General was shown in an attitude of 
condescension (Spinola is shown placing his hand on the 
shoulder of the Dutch General), denoting a merciful and 
chivalrous quality as well as the feeling of strength in 
the victorious Spaniards. Velasquez clearly understood the 
power of symbolic representation to clarify the thematic 
image in his work.
For the purposes of propaganda, one time period more 
than any other utilized the heroic monarch image; this was 
eighteenth century France under Louis XIV. Louis XIV 
considered himself to be the glorious personification of 
France. His famous words, "L’etat c'est moi," attested 
to divine powers that he believed were vested in the 
monarchy. Art was valuable to Louis as a factor in the 
assertion of national power and prestige, the means of 
enhancing the glory of the court, and impressing foreign 
powers. Art, as an adjunct to the cult of majesty and as 
perpetuator of the myth of the "Sun King" became an 
important influence in eighteenth century French life.
The acceptance of the philosophy of absolute and divine 
power of the monarchy is evidenced in the support that 
Louis enjoyed from the important French politicians of 
the period, notably Richelieu and Mazarin, and the
24
acceptance by the church of a subordinate role to that of 
the state. The art of eighteenth century France faithfully 
reflected the absolutist attitude of the king to the 
fullest. At Versailles, where Louis built his magnificent
t
palace, practically all the trained craftsmen and artists 
in the country were employed at one time or another to 
produce works of art to further aggrandize his design. 
Bernini's sculptured bust of Louis XIV is representative 
of the nature of the monuments to the king of the period.
It successfully depicts in finely carved, white marble, 
the grandeur and majesty of France's Sun King. Bernini 
chiseled the likeness of Louis as he appeared attired in 
flowing robes, with the head haughtily tilted upward. In 
addition he carved Louis in resemblance to Alexander the 
Great whom he believed was the personification of kingly 
character and majesty. Together with the grand array of 
sculpture and paintings of the period, the architecture 
also glorified the monarchy. The palace at Versailles 
was designed as a magnificent monument; a symbol of the 
supremacy of the king. It was built as an all-embracing 
universal structure which included every conceivable 
convenience the monarchy deemed necessary. Facilities 
for government, recreation and quarters for the French 
nobility were all included in the basic structure. As 
Louis' power expanded, Versailles grew also. With French
25
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victories over Spain and Franche-Comte', new wings were 
added to the palace as if to symbolize these triumphs.
The bedroom of Louis XIV reflected the heavy ornateness 
present throughout the palace. Above his bed was placed 
a gilded stucco relief depicting France between two 
mythological figures that represent fame. Tapestries, 
paintings, carved wood and mirrors decorate every available 
inch of space adding to the grandeur of the environment, 
British art of the eighteenth century exhibited 
numerous examples of patriotic idealism, especially in 
works by artists such as Benjamin West and John Singleton 
Copley, who painted subjects of historic significance. Both 
Copley and West were born in America but emigrated to 
Britain early in their careers to take advantage of the 
greater opportunities open to artists in Britain at the 
time. West was responsible for introducing the practice 
of painting historic contemporary events in contemporary 
rather than classical costume, which up until West’s time 
had been the usual dress. His "The Death of Wolfe" painted 
in 1771 was a huge success. It commemorated the death of 
British General James Wolfe in the battle between the 
English and the French for the control of Canada, and 
although it was not an historically accurate work, it 
served to present to Britons the patriotic image of a 
grand and noble officer of the King, dying on the battle­
field in the glorious service of his country. In "The
PLATE IX
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Death of Wolfe," the dying general is shown being attended 
by grief-stricken officers of his command. The figures 
to Wolfe's right appear to be praying, while those on his 
left are pointing and gesturing as if to inform him that 
the battle has been won and that he can die with the 
knowledge that Britain has emerged victorious. The 
military trappings of a soldier lay spread before Wolfe, 
indicating his vocation. Above his head, an aide holds 
the patriotic symbol of the Union Jack in the manner of a 
funeral shroud. Clouds in the background of the painting 
are dark and murky indicating the solemnity of the 
occasion. Reds, blues and whites dominate the color 
scheme which strongly reinforces the patriotic nature of 
the painting (these colors are utilized to the point of 
depicting the blanket of the Indian in the foreground in 
resemblance to the Union Jack).
The painting is designed to present Wolfe as the 
central figure. An imaginary line drawn through the 
groups of figures on Wolfe's left and on his right grad­
ually converges to the center of the painting, coinciding 
at his figure and causing him to become a natural focal 
point. Other features manifesting reverence for the 
dying patriotic figure of Wolfe include the depiction of 
an officer who stands with a hand clasped over his heart 
and the fact that all figures in the death scene except 
for the woodsman have removed their hats in respect.
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Copley's historical works were similar to West's 
in subject matter and effect. Two of his famous battle 
scene paintings, "The Death of Major Peirson" and "The 
Siege of Gibraltar" depict, as in the work of West, the 
British soldier in victorious struggle. Copley's "Death 
of Major Peirson" is one of his most successful historical 
paintings. Brilliance of color, strong light and dark 
contrasts and vigor of composition all enhance the central 
theme, Copley, by the manner in which he represents the 
figures, emphasizes the confusion of battle with all its 
color and action. The British infantry are shown charging 
headlong at the foe causing the enemy to retreat in dis­
array. Smoke rising from the battle obscures all unneces­
sary details, and presents a backdrop for the dying figure 
of Major Peirson. The Union Jack and battle standards of 
the British are carried high above the battle and lean 
threateningly toward the enemy, further intensifying the 
feeling of British victory. British officers cradle the 
dying leader in their arms; their faces expressing grief 
and vengeance. An aspect which bears a similarity to 
Velasquez's, "The Surrender of Breda" and which underscores 
the triumphant nature of the British can be seen in the 
upright manner in which the British soldiers carry their 
bayonet-tipped rifles— a manner that greatly resembles 
the lances held by the victorious Spaniards in Velasquez's 
painting.
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Jules Prown in his description of Copley's "Death of 
Major Peirson" gives these comments:
Copley added the spice of realism through 
an accurate portrayal of the locale and the 
participants, and the representation is further 
flavored by the emotional overtones of a subject 
which records the triumph of British arms re­
bounding from the brink of defeat, the poignancy 
of the death of a young hero cut down at the 
hour of his glory, and the just vengeance exact­
ed by the Negro servant. Brilliant scarlet 
uniforms, stirring ensigns flying admidst the 
smoke of battle, fearful women and children 
fleeing the turmoil and death, a royal statue 
(George II), the selfless devotion of an 
expiring British drummer who ignores his own 
wound to lament his lost leader--how could any 
red-blooded eighteenth-century Englishman fail 
to be stirred by this painting?^
A contemporary of West and Copley, the American
artist John Trumbull, worked in a similar vein, albeit
using American Revolutionary War themes for his material.
Unlike West and Copley, however, Trumbull had been an actual
soldier, serving as aide-de-camp to George Washington, and
therefore he was much closer to the material which he
represented. Trumbull was also noted for painting military
gear and accoutrements with meticulousness and accuracy,
recording the smallest details with a lavish authenticity.2
Ijules David Prown, John Singleton Copley, Vol. II:
In England 1774-1815 (Cambridge,'Mass.: Harvard University Press, 19 66 ) , ' pp". TD‘2-0 3,
^Theodore Sizer, The Works of Colonel John Trumbull: 
Artist of the American devolution (Kfew Haven": Yale 
University Press, 19 50), p. IT
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In his painting, "The Battle of Bunker's Hill," 
Trumbull depicted in excellent documentation a battle that 
he had witnessed personally. As in paintings by West and 
Copley, the historical aspect of the event is further 
heightened by the patriotic motifs that dominate. The 
Union Jack and American Revolutionary flag are both present, 
the American flag of course, being more dominant. The scene 
of battle and death is strongly heightened and brought to 
the fore by the manner in which Trumbull designs the back­
ground, A hazy, smoky effect is created which dulls out 
less pertinent details, somewhat similar to the effect 
created by the smoke of battle in Copley's painting, "The 
Death of Major Peirson."
A dying Revolutionary soldier supported by his 
comrades forms the focal point in the painting. Violent 
movement of the clashing armies begins on the right of the 
painting and gradually becomes more pronounced until it 
subsides almost immediately at a point on the left of the 
work where the American Revolutionary flag rises above the 
dying American and his comrades. Trumbull illustrates the 
noble comradeship present in the Americans by the brave 
manner in which the British soldiers are fended away from 
the fallen soldier; one American holds the bayonet of a 
British soldier preventing it from being plunged into the 
wounded American, while another companion stands above and
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threatens an attacker with his rifle. In viewing the 
painting one can almost experience the din of the battle 
and associate himself with the cause of the Revolutionary 
hero in his struggle against the foe.
A Spanish artist who employed images related to the 
military or national aspect of historical occurences was 
Francisco Goya. Prior to Goya's time, battles and war 
scenes had always been depicted as glorious events, the 
victor as courageous and the defeated as evil. Goya 
presented a different viewpoint in regard to historic 
national events. Neither the courage of the victors nor the 
evil of the defeated was depicted by Goya. His purpose was 
a moralistic one; in his paintings he attempted to arouse 
and shock the audience into an awareness of the true 
reality of war and to present the cruelty that war fostered 
in man. In this respect Goya's work foreshadowed many 
developments that would take place later in twentieth 
century art.
- Napoleon's invasion and occupation of Spain from 1808 
to 1814 provided Goya with the impetus for completing a 
series of paintings and etchings having for their theme 
"The Disasters of War." A representative painting of this 
period is entitled "The Third of May." It depicts an 
episode in which the French commander Murat ordered the 
shooting of a number of citizens of Madrid who had attempted
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to prevent the French from abducting the Spanish king. The 
shooting took place on the third of May, 1808, thus 
accounting for the title.
Agony and the torment of death become the focus in 
the painting. The men of the French firing squad are 
painted to resemble robots. The faces of the soldiers 
which the viewer is not permitted to see remain clothed in 
darkness, delineating their anonymity. In contrast the 
terror-stricken victims are shown clearly bathed in light, 
their faces denoting human emotion as they pray and plead 
for mercy, clearly representing those who suffer war's 
inhumanity.
Goya purposefully chose simplified, almost crude 
forms and shapes to underscore his theme. The soldiers of 
the firing squad have their human shapes reduced into 
one form— that of a death machine. Background elements 
in the painting are almost unrecognizable. The shape 
behind the victims could represent a hill, a large boulder, 
or any number of landforms, but because of Goya's purpose 
in stressing the emotional overtones of the composition, 
background features are stripped of all but their basic 
shapes. Moreover, Goya paints the sky a deep black a 
choice of color which additionally imparts the feeling 
of grief, terror and death. Few items of Spanish or 
French national significance are present in the painting,
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other than the uniforms of the firing squad. The lack of 
such imagery underscores Goya's intention of presenting the 
painting as a timeless and universal image of the cruelty 
of war,
A French artist concerned with Revolutionary themes 
in his work was Eugene Delacroix, the noted nineteenth 
century painter. The Revolution in France of 1830, which 
brought Louis Philippe to the throne, provided inspiration 
for his painting entitled "Liberty Guiding the People," 
an allegorical work containing much patriotic imagery,^
In this painting which was completed in the year of the 
Revolution, Delacroix chose to emobdy the concept of 
Liberty in the heroic figure of a young woman urging her 
compatriots forward into battle, while thrusting the 
tri-color of France on high for all to follow. Various 
classes of citizenry are represented in the painting, 
indicating that Delacroix viewed freedom as a concept 
which is important to all manner of men and as a cause 
that unites all classes. A figure to the left of the 
painting sports a top hat, vest and tie— attributes of 
the commercial class or capitalistic element of society. 
Farther to the left a poorly garbed figure brandishes a 
cutlass, his appearance being suggestive of the poorer
J-The Book of Art: A Pictorial Encyclopedia of 
Painting Drawing, and S’culpture , Vol7 V ; French Art 
‘from l3'S'0 to lbVo CNew York'l G’roiier, Inc.7 13bbJ , p. 43.
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classes. A small boy accompanies Liberty, his presence 
indicating that freedom is for the young as well as the 
old. The youth also represents the new vitality and 
spirit of freedom that revolution against oppression 
brings to society. Bodies in the foreground are garbed 
in remnants of the Imperial uniform, alluding to the 
defeat of military tyranny and opr>ression. Activity in 
the painting is extremely violent; the figures appear to 
be bursting forth from the canvas, reinforcing the turbu­
lent aspect of revolution. As a painter of historical 
and social incidents Delacroix demonstrates the intense 
emotion that surrounded patriotic imagery at the time 
of Louis Philippe and the revolutionary zeal with which 
the French people viewed the cause of freedom.
Early Twentieth Century America exhibits a number 
of works of art containing patriotic imagery related to 
war effort in the United States. At the outbreak of 
World War I, American sentiment for the plight of the 
Allies fostered a strong surge of nationalism in the 
people of the United States and a desire to add the 
American colors to those already involved in the fray. 
George B. Luks, an American painter of the realist tradi­
tion, captured some of the patriotic excitement of the 
early war years.1 In his composition, "Blue Devils
^Milton W. Brown, American Painting from the 
Armory Show to the Depression 05ri'nceton , N. J. : Princeton 
University Press ,1955) , p. 72,
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Marching Down Fifth Avenue," the viewer is presented with 
the scene of New York City bedecked in patriotic exuber­
ance. American flags hang abundantly from galleries, 
while below in the street, soldiers in colorful uniforms 
march by with banners. The banners are carried high 
above their heads, with mastheads that lean rigidly 
forward indicating that the banners are displayed in a 
proud manner. Large hand-waving crowds line the streets 
along the route of the marching soldiers and appear to be 
expressing their enthusiasm for the event. Although much 
of the color used by Luks is subdued and dark, white is 
employed in such great intensity on parts of the figures 
and buildings that it imparts the feeling of bright 
morning or noonday sun illuminating the whole scene. The 
use of intense reds and blues further stresses the 
patriotic mood and adds to the impressionistic effect.
The effect created by Luks* painting reflects accurately 
the American nationalistic viewpoint at the beginning of 
the Great War for Civilization.
Another early twentieth century American artist who 
employed material related to patriotic idealism was Marsden 
Hartley. Among Hartley's most notable achievements in art 
is his painting entitled "Portrait of a German Officer," 
completed during the first two years of World War I while 
Hartley was in Germany, Unlike many of his predecessors
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who utilized nationalistic images in their work primarily 
to elicit feelings of pride in country or reverence for 
episodes of patriotic heroism, Hartley's use of patriotic 
or militaristic symbolism was strictly to present these 
symbols in an isolated state--as complete forms in them­
selves, devoid of any connotations. Hartley himself said 
of his work:
"The forms are only those which I have 
observed casually from day to day. There is 
no hidden symbolism whatsoever in them; there 
is no slight intention of that anywhere. Things 
under observation, just pictures of any day any 
hour. I have expressed only what I have seen.
They are merely consultations of the eye--in 
no sense problem; my notion of the purely 
pictorial.nl
The fact remains that although Hartley may not have 
intended his painting to connote any German national or 
patriotic sentiment, either as a glorification or as a 
satire, the viewer is compelled to perceive the flags and 
military insignia in his work in terms of national symbol­
ism. Military connotations are present in the depiction of 
iron crosses, German flags, epaulets, tassels and other 
parts of military uniforms together in a visual jumble.
The shapes employed such as triangles, circles, rectangles 
and sharply-pointed cones (shapes commonly employed by the
lHenry Geldzahler, American Painting in the Twentieth 
Century (Greenwich, Conn.! Tne "Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
T9d ;T), pp. 59-6 0 .
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military as symbols of units, divisions and other 
designations) and the use of numbers in the painting are 
additional reinforcement for the viewer's interpretation 
of the painting as an impressionistic representation of 
the trappings of German militarism. Hartley's use of 
symbols and his flat abstract manner of presentation, 
quite unlike the completely realistic images of earlier 
American artists, foreshadowed some of the styles and 
movements that would shortly follow in American art.
Bitter attacks on German militarists, particularly 
those of the Nazi party, denote the purpose of the patriotic 
image in works by German-born artist George Grosz. Grosz 
utilized distortion and the manipulation of shapes and 
figures to present.a derogatory appearance to his subject 
matter. The 1928 watercolor, "Man of Opinion," illustrates 
Grosz's technique. Grosz divided up the painting so that 
slightly more than half is utilized in the depiction of a 
Nazi party member, thus making the figure a dominant focal 
point. Flags, armbands and other paraphernalia of the Nazi 
political ideology decorate the figure. The remaining half 
of the painting is divided into two unequal sections with 
a corpulent female figure present in each. Both females 
have their backsides facing the male figure. A feeling of 
lechery and decadence permeates the work, especially due to 
the depiction of the distorted, wrinkled, brown face of the
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Nazi as well as in the depiction of his wrinkled bony hands. 
In contrast to the characterization of the male figure and 
aside from the bulk of their figures, the females remain 
featureless. They are viewed simply as overstuffed shapes 
that suggest overindulgence and human decadence. Browns 
and greys predominate in the work, helping to reinforce 
the feeling of human deterioration and despair. Grosz 
also indicates a combining of the old Imperial military 
attitude with that of the Nazi ideology in the Prussian 
beard, mustache and monocle that the Nazi exhibits.
Although the brief preceding historical survey of the 
incidence of patriotic imagery in Western art is far from 
complete, it has served to present a general account of the 
purposes and methods of representation of the patriotic 
motif by various cultures. The following chapter will 
deal with the contemporary viewpoint toward such imagery, 
but the discussion will be confined largely to modern 
American art developments.
CHAPTER III
CONTEMPORARY CONCEPTS IN AMERICAN 
PATRIOTIC IMAGERY
"FREEJ Take this Giant American Eagle"
"TV Channels," The Washington Post,
November 5, 1967, p. 3,"1
Modern culture, American in particular, has been 
experiencing a novel development in the usage of patriotic 
imagery throughout that period from World War I to the 
present. The availability of mass communication media 
such as radio, television, and periodicals, and the signif­
icant use of sophisticated advertising practices have 
served to bombard the public with a plethora of patriotic 
devices, symbols, or images of one sort or another. For 
instance, in the world of comic strips, a number of 
characters have arisen with natures directly or indirectly 
related to the patriotic motif— Captain America, Steve 
Canyon, and G, I. Joe are notable examples.
Advertisers, capitalizing on the public's tendency to 
regard with trust products or services that exhibit an
^Washington Gallery of Modern Art, Work from the 1960's by Edward Kienholz: November 22, 1967 ro January 7, 




association with the patriotic image, have employed 
patriotic symbols increasingly as ornamentation elements 
contributing to the recognition of a product or a service. 
The white star design which graces the blue labels of 
"Great American Soups," the Revolutionary War minuteman 
symbol of the Continental Insurance Company or the American 
Eagle symbol formerly employed by the Case Machinery 
Company are common examples of patriotic devices utilized 
by various companies.
The aforementioned developments in conjunction with 
the additional repeated contact of the American public with 
governmental sponsored patriotic images, e.g., "Uncle Sam 
Wants You" posters and the like, have resulted in the forma­
tion of a cult-like emotion regarding patriotic imagery by 
a large segment of the American population. A number of 
contemporary American artists, sensitive to this modern 
phenomenon either intuitively or analytically, have 
endeavored to incorporate the patriotic image into their 
art forms in various manners.
Since the late 1950's when he first began attracting 
attention with his art, the work of Edward Kienholz has 
become increasingly familiar. Kienholz, in his various 
art forms, attempts to provide an insight into the everyday 
thoughts and lives of the average American, often lending
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an absurd, humorous, pathetic, corny or tragic appearance 
to his figures,
Irony, sometimes bitter, is frequently encountered in
many of his images as well as in the titles of his works.
His art forms (primarily constructions and assemblages) are
fabricated from the cast-off junk and refuse of American
society. Through Kienholz's unique ability to transform
refuse into significant artistic statements about the
society that produces it, the discriminating viewer is able
to discern the viewpoint that Kienholz presents. In the
work entitled "George Warshington in Drag," Kienholz makes
allusion to a possible national compulsion for both cleanli-
oness and aggressiveness. To further denote the patriotic 
motif, the arch over the figure depicted is painted red, 
white, and blue. The figure itself is broken, and the 
background is cracked and decrepit appearing which is 
conceivably an attempt by Kienholz to indicate a degrada­
tion in prestige of the founding father. Another art work 
"Untitled American President," is a construction utilizing 
a milk can emblazoned with a painted flag in conjunction 
with a bicycle seat attached just above the top of the can. 
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role that milk plays as a national food in America. From 
the title and through association, one might assume that 
the American president has an affinity for milk. The 
whole idea of "milk" itself connotes images of children or 
infancy and leads to the thought that Kienholz may be 
implying that America is a nation of infants. The 
position of the bicycle seat above the flag, coupled with 
the viewer's knowledge of the part of human anatomy that is 
involved with the seat lends an extremely undignified 
atmosphere to the overall image. Like "George Warshington 
in Drag," "Untitled American President" strongly presents 
a national image in a satirical manner. It is clear from 
Kienholz's work that his depiction of the patriotic image 
is an attempt to strip national symbols of all the glamour 
and fan-fare that surrounds them and to present these 
symbols as devices of man's invention--subject to the same 
decay and deterioration as the society that created them.
Ben Talbert is another California artist whose art 
represents much the same point of view as does that of 
Kienholz. As in Kienholz's work, patriotic imagery is 
presented in a panorama of visual puns, designed to impress 
upon the viewer the absurdity that results from a too-sacred 
regard for national symbols. In his work entitled "The Ace" 
Talbert attempts to endow the national heroic flyer image, 
(Steve Canyon is a stereotype of this image), with a
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dichotomous quality. On the one hand, the flyer is 
depicted as a swashbuckling hero, ready to accomplish 
courageous feats in the service of his country, while on 
the other, Talbert sees the flyer as a villain, generating 
terror and grief in those unfortunate individuals who 
become the object of his aggression. Hal Glicksman in a 
description of Talbert's work, "The Ace" says:
The front of The Ace is the affirmative 
side: most of the images deal with romantic
associations of flying. An arrangement of 
circles and arcs forms a closed and balanced 
composition. The organization of the back is 
completely -different, so that it does not seem 
to share the same silhouette. Its verticality 
is interrupted by jagged and irregular shapes 
and a diagonal row of trompe l’oeil bullet 
holes. The back is the negative side, with the 
violence of aerial warfare as its dominant theme.
At the pinnacle of the negative side is an 
atomic bomb blast. Two aviators fly above it; 
one of them comments, "Truly we are finished."
A dummy bomb is attached to the lower section 
and is labeled with the names of cities destroy­
ed by aerial attack. Mickey Mouse is also on 
the bomb, pointing downward to a box at the foot 
of the work. Inside.the box are tightly packed 
dolls staring upward in horror and dripping 
with red paint: the victims of war bathed in blood.1
Other works by Talbert such as "Gold Star Mother" and 
"Shrine of the Great American Weaner" deal with the patri­
otic devices of contemporary society much in the same
^-School of Fine Arts, University of California, 
Assemblage in California: Works from the Late 50's and 
Early 6 0 ' s . (Alhambra, Calif1.: Cunningham Press , n. d.) , 
p.
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critical manner as "The Ace," In "Gold Star Mother"
Talbert depicts the American mother as the betrayer of 
American society. A bust of a woman is superimposed over 
the shield of the United States, which in turn is super­
imposed over a background of stars. Beneath the bust a toy 
doll protrudes grotesquely, as if to represent the child of 
the mother. Beneath the baby the mother carries a button 
that says, "Welcome our Heroes Home." Elements of the work 
indicate the idea that the American mother has become a 
producer of babies for America's military causes. By 
observing, speculating, and forming relationships between 
elements contained in "Gold Star Mother" the viewer is able 
to discern Talbert's viewpoint and reasons for employing 
patriotic imagery.
Along with the iconography of the social commentary 
artists, contemporary art has witnessed the growing 
incidence of patriotic imagery in the work of artists who 
have concerned themselves primarily with presenting art 
forms as major statements in themselves, without direct 
allusions or comments on social conditions.
Such a viewpoint manifests itself in the art of 
Jasper Johns. Probably the most famous Johns' effort 
involving images of patriotic motif is his series of 
American flag paintings. Although it might occur to 
some viewers that Johns' choice of the American flag as
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subject matter reflects a personality with an intensely 
patriotic viewpoint, this impression in reality is 
unfounded. On being questioned about his usage of the 
flag emblem, Johns said simply:
Using the design of the American flag 
took care of a great deal for me because I 
didn't have to design it. So I went on to 
similar things like the targets--things the 
mind already knows. That gave me room to work on other levels.1
In another interview he said:
The target seemed to me to occupy a 
certain kind of relationship to seeing the 
way we see and do things in the world which 
we see, and this is the same kind of relation­
ship that the flag had...They're both things 
which are seen and not looked at, not examined, 
and they both have clearly defined areas which 
could be measured and transferred to canvas.2
Both statements indicate that Johns tends to view the 
flag in perspective and as an object possessing specific 
design characteristics well-suited to his needs for 
thematic material. Much in the manner that his predecessor, 
Marsden Hartley treated patriotic symbols, Johns' attempts 
to strip the flag emblem of all patriotic connotations 
and present it solely for its design features. By super­
imposing two smaller versions of the American flag over a
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large version, Johns is able to produce an art form with 
unique aesthetic qualities. Repetition and variety of 
size in form prevents the work from being too static. The 
stars and stripes of the three flags are designed to 
gradually merge together unifying the work, but in a manner 
that enables each flag to maintain its individuality. To 
help accentuate the illusion of three separate flags, Johns 
adds shadowing beneath the bottom edges, giving a three- 
dimensional quality to each. Another interesting design 
feature employed by Johns is that of texture. An encaustic 
is applied with the paint to provide a variation in color 
tone and to impart a slight waxy appearance.
The incidence of patriotic imagery in work by the 
noted artist Larry Rivers, particularly in his painting 
entitled "Dead and Dying Veteran," presents such imagery 
in a very subjective manner. In "Dead and Dying Veteran"
Rivers clearly intends to portray an event which bears a
\
national significance, but he presents it in such a way 
that it compels the viewer to form his own conclusions 
about the event.
Although Rivers utilizes a rectangular division to 
separate the various images in his work, forms manage to 
remain integral parts of other forms. Well over half of 
the painting is confined to the following: an American 
flag, a male figure that appears to be on his death-bed,
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a hanging uniform and a number of flower-shaped symbols.
The flower-shaped symbols, together with other shapes 
such as the triangle, when viewed as death symbols, impart 
a very funereal feeling to the work. The edge of the 
American flag provides the basis for dividing the forms 
mentioned above from those remaining on the canvas. Two 
figures, one in uniform and appearing to be dead (rectangu­
lar lines around the figure are very coffin-like) and 
another standing above the reclining figure, fill in the 
remaining space. The dead figure also appears to be 
covered with a flag, indicating a national or patriotic 
significance to his death. A number of various shapes are 
employed by Rivers to provide variety in form. Ovals, 
triangles, diamonds, stars and rectangles are all played 
against each other to prevent the work from becoming 
static. Linear qualities are also present and coupled 
with the dark solid painted areas, present great visual 
variation for the viewer. Rivers' style of painting in 
which the human image is reduced to its barest essentials, 
provides a catalystic atmosphere for theorizing.
Questions occur to the viewer: Is the dying veteran 
depicted by Rivers actually infused with the essence of 
patriotism so that the veteran himself becomes a patriotic 
symbol? Is the American flag only meant to serve as a 
symbol of mourning; is it representative of a heroic aspect
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inherent in the dying veteran, or for that matter, all 
veterans, or is it simply a device for providing the 
proper atmosphere for a soldier's death? Rivers' painting 
raises all of the foregoing questions and a myriad of 
others, subject to the viewer's powers of speculation. It 
is certain that the rich imagery provided by Rivers 
prevents the viewer from remaining aloof either to the 
patriotic motif itself or to the speculation raised by it.
A modern American art development which has been 
gathering momentum in the last few years and which employs 
elements of national symbolism in a manner that reflects 
bitter resentment toward such symbols is the art of the 
Black American artist. Works by Black printmakers such as 
David Hammons or Marion Epting are representative of Black 
attitudes in art. Both Hammons and Epting view national 
imagery as representative of the oppression and prejudice 
they feel.
In Hammons' work "American Hang Up," the American 
flag is depicted either as a noose around the 31ack man's 
neck or as a weight that must be borne on the Black man's 
shoulders. The figure of the Black American is presented 
distorted and twisted, imparting to the viewer the feeling 
of intense anguish. A curious negative quality, achieved 
through the body print technique, is manifested in the 
work and leads to the speculation that Hammons intends to
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depict the Black person as one whose development (social 
and economic perhaps) has not been properly attained.
Bright colors in the flag form a strong eye-appealing 
contrast to the dull, lifeless colors that predominate 
and prevent the image from becoming mono-chromatic,
Epting goes a step further in his work and depicts 
the British flag along with the American flag, implying 
that a possible historical relationship exists in the 
oppression of the Black man. Epting elicits visual 
interest in his work with the many varied shapes and 
symbols that he employs. Organic branching shapes as well 
as the architectural shapes of man are depicted together 
in harmony. Movement in the work is provided by repetition 
of the forms employed: stars, stripes, the word "force" 
and the twisting, tentacle-like qualities of the organic 
device at the bottom, all stimulate the viewer into moving 
his eyes across and around the full viewing area. The 
usage of the word "force" in conjunction with American 
patriotic symbols such as the Capitol and the flag 
strongly reinforces the feeling of enmity that pervades 
the work. Despite the bitterness exhibited in the Black 
art movement, the artists concerned are nevertheless 
extremely sensitive to the aesthetic values in their work. 
The patriotic image is treated, first, as an important 
element in the design factor of an art work and secondly
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as an important device for presenting the artist's view­
point to the observer.
The preceding discussion has indicated that contem­
porary methods of employment of the patriotic image in 
American art are as varied as the many styles and person­
alities that represent the American art scene. It is a 
credit both to the creativity of the American artist, 
and to the liberal viewpoint of American art patrons that 
such a variety exists.
CHAPTER IV
PERSONAL CONCEPTS: 1969 - 1971
As the foregoing chapters have indicated, the 
patriotic image has held a fascination for certain artists 
throughout recorded history. The art movements that 
artists have become involved in, from strict realism or 
impressionism to the numerous and varied contemporary 
styles, have all witnessed to some extent the use of the 
patriotic motif.
Perhaps it is the aspect of permanence, or more 
accurately, the aspect of continuity in history that first 
attracted me to the patriotic theme. In addition, the 
rich assortment of visual imagery inherent in patriotic 
iconography has also been an equally strong element of 
attraction. Undoubtedly, these points in combination with 
numerous other personal factors which invariably remain 
obscured in the aesthetics of most artists, prompted me 
to utilize imagery pertaining to a national identity. 
Further, the desire to exhibit an art form that included 
the following: the expression of a personal viewpoint 
and impressions in a way that satisfies me personally 
and, the presentation of work that I feel is visually
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pleasing and which I hope viewers will find stimulating 
visually and intellectually, was vitally important.
Experimentation with the patriotic motif began on a 
' relatively simple level, confining itself largely to
small-scale, two-dimensional pen and pencil drawings. It 
gradually developed into larger assemblage and three- 
dimensional art forms, as ideas and concepts became more 
solidly established, and greater complexities and variations 
on the patriotic images became apparent. That is, as I 
became more engrossed in the patriotic theme and became 
more familiar with many of the national images and their 
symbolic nature and purpose, I began to see the possibil­
ities of representing my personal viewpoint by utilizing 
these images in my work and also of taking advantage of 
the figurative nature of the symbols which I felt lent 
themselves readily to my methods of painting and drawing or 
assemblages of the same. For example, the British national 
symbol of Britannia became a useful element in depicting 
various attributes of England, Originally, I drew 
Britannia in her normal pose and bearing, devoid of any 
manner of stylization, but as time progressed, I saw the 
inferences that could be made by distorting Britannia's 
image. By reducing her image to a shadow, by depicting 
her as falling off her throne, by depicting her as an old 
woman or as young and seductive, I felt I could create
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many varied impressions of Britain. Design and color 
qualities in Britannia also presented intriguing possibili­
ties to me. The red, white and blue of Britannia's shield, 
the intricate engraving and contours of her helmet, the 
serene seated pose, the folds of her robes— all these 
factors possessed characteristics which I felt could be 
well-utilized in creating an art form.
The art forms described in the following discussion 
are listed in chronological sequence. They represent what 
I consider the most successful of the many works produced 
in the period from 1969 to 1971,
In October of 1969 a drawing-painting entitled 
"Britannia," was completed and represented the first 
substantial and significant work to be produced employing 
the patriotic motif. The work was conceived as, and 
intended to be, a pictorial representation of the image 
of Britain as it appears in my mind. It represented 
solely a personal viewpoint and was an image that was 
formed only through my personal unique experiences with 
the idea of "Britain." It was, however, my intention to 
establish empathy with the viewer and to present the 
patriotic motif as a combination of the cultural concepts 
of national unity, national strength, the glory of empire, 
the realities of the decline of empire, a loss of national 
unity and strength and the degradation of prestige, with
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the expectation that the viewer, (through his own unique 
experiences) will be induced to form his own impressions.
The media employed in "Britannia" was a combination 
of pencil drawing, acrylic paint well-thinned with water, 
and a small amount of collage'1' material. Illustration
board, pressure-glued to a stable masonite backing formed
/
a solid base for the picture plane and presented a suitable 
surface for the pencil work, as well as for the paint. 
Various symbols which are pertinent to Britain were employ­
ed to create the overall patriotic effect. The Union Jack 
was depicted repeatedly, as was the figure of Britannia, 
the female symbol of Britain, whose origin can be traced 
back to the Roman occupation of the British Isles. The 
date 1900 appeared on the work, indicating the turn of a 
new century and symbolizing the time at which the British 
Empire began to decrease in importance. Britannia, in one 
representation, was depicted as falling off her throne and 
becoming a mere shadow of her former self, further express­
ing Britain's subsiding prestige. The words "Britannia 
Rules the Waves" in conjunction with the two larger 
figures of Britannia which buttress the central portion of 
the work were allusions to attempts by Britain to support
-'-From French coller: "to stick," A technique in 
which paper and other miscellaneous materials are applied 
to a canvas, paper, or panel to form part of or an entire picture.
Fig. 1 - BRITANNIA 
14" x 72"
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and rebuild her image, as well as an ironic echo of the past 
glory of the British Empire, Although "Britannia" makes 
allusions to Britain's decline, it was not intended to be 
derogatory in nature. The image of Britain was presented 
in a proud and majestic manner. Colors used (primarily 
red, white and blue) were bright and lively and stressed 
the historical and ceremonial aspect that has played such 
a major role in Britain's character.
As with "Britannia," the next major work employing 
the patriotic theme was undertaken as a drawing-painting, 
but it incorporated canvas as the working surface rather 
than illustration board. Again, the image of Britain was 
chosen as the dominant theme, but in this instance, "St. 
George" replaced Britannia as the British patriotic symbol 
so the work was entitled "St. George and the Dragon."
In "St. George and the Dragon," an early period of 
British (or more correctly, English) national idealism is 
depicted, and an attempt is made to link this early period 
with the later periods of English history. The militant 
symbol of St. George doing battle with his serpent-like 
adversary decorates the right-hand section of the canvas 
(the dragon is often depicted in early English paintings 
and illustrations as very snake-like, alluding to the 
devil symbol). St. George was chosen as a symbol of 
strength and courage by England, much in the same manner
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that Donatello selected St. George to symbolize the city 
of Florence (see chapter II of this thesis). The St. George 
symbol and the Britannia symbol, both pertaining to British
Fig. 2 - ST. GEORGE AND THE DRAGON 
36" x 60"
nationalism, are most notably utilized in British coinage 
and in British medals and decorations.
A pencil rendering of a British cavalry officer of 
the 1890's was attached to the canvas and formed the 
central panel in the St. George arrangement. It was 
designed to bridge the gap from the early English period 
of national empire. In addition, the cavalry officer was 
intended to be a more modern embodiment of the St. George 
symbol. The officer's erect, military stance, along with
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the showy appearance of his uniform and various accoutre­
ments, was designed to suggest the psychological association 
or interrelations that can be formed between a semi- 
mythological patriotic figure and one who actually existed 
in time.
Finally, the left-hand panel presented St. George in 
a more up-to-date military style of uniform and depicted 
him in a manner of a portrait similar to the style in 
which a member of the British monarchy would be depicted.
His uniform is actually a copy of the uniform of George VI 
as it appears in many photographs. An attempt was made to 
give some resemblance to George VI in the portrait for the 
purposes of enhancing the feeling of a relationship between 
the representative of the monarchy and the mythological 
symbol of Britain. Colors chosen in the composition were 
deliberately thinned and washed-out to present a very 
toned-down and almost monochromatic image and to impart 
a medieval and Victorian mood to the work. This mood 
was further intensified by the use of a decorative border 
along the outer edge, giving the canvas a rather banner­
like appearance.
The desire to design an art work which would 
incorporate the patriotic symbols of a number of countries 
in the form of a single composition resulted in a work 
entitled "War Bird." Basic materials employed in the
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construction of this work included the following: illustra­
tion board pressure-glued to masonite, plexiglass, empty 
bullet shells and a number of small electrically lighted 
bulbs.
Fig. 3 - WAR BIRD 
14" x 48"
Illustration board formed the surface for the 
painted reproduction of a large eagle. This eagle was 
then carefully cut out and attached to a rectangular, 
masonite-backed frame. Four small display cases with 
plexiglass windows were built into the frame and designed 
so that they could be viewed through rectangular apertures 
cut into the eagle's body. Inside three of these display 
cases painted reproductions of medals and decorations of 
various nationalities were displayed. In the two remaining 
cases, bullets were arranged in rows and designed to 
resemble belts of ammunition. All the display cases were 
illuminated by electric light bulbs wired in series. A
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pencil drawn human skull which was covered with plexiglass 
was then hung from a ribbon attached around the eagle's 
neck.
The intention of "War Bird" was to combine the 
patriotic symbols of various Western cultures into one 
complete image emphasizing the military aspects inherent in 
national symbolism. As an international as well as histor­
ical symbol of nationalism, the eagle forms the predominant 
integrating factor in the work. In a multitude of forms, 
and in various time periods, the eagle has been employed 
by various peoples. Imperial Rome, Imperial and Nazi 
Germany, Italy, the United States and Imperial Russia are 
some of the better known cultures that have looked to the 
eagle as a national symbol. As a work of major signifi­
cance, "War Bird" fell short of earlier expectations; 
however, it did provide a source of inspiration for other 
projects that would utilize the eagle symbol as a primary 
motif.
The first significant achievement in the realm of 
standing assemblage and construction techniques material­
ized in the form of a work entitled "Eagle Corps II," 
Components consisting of plexiglass, wood, illustration 
board and plastic juice containers were the primary 
materials used in this art work, A long, narrow box with 
side windows of plexiglass was constructed and set upright
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on small caster-type wheels. Mounted on the top of this 
box was a pencil drawn American eagle with outstretched 
wings which had been cut out of illustration board. Inside 
the box, lemon-shaped silver and gold fruit juice containers 
emblazoned with stars and stripes were hung from a 
cardboard-constructed chute. By attaching the fruit juice 
containers to thin nylon cord, they were made to resemble 
objects falling from the chute. A partial photograph of 
a man's face was applied to the full length of the inside 
center panel and was arranged to confront the viewer.
The intention was to design an art form that would 
exhibit various concepts related to the American patriotic 
ideal. America's long history of military involvement was 
symbolized by the eagle which was depicted in a very 
militant attitude. It wore flyers' goggles and helmet 
and carried symbolic arrows of warfare in both talons.
The olive branch, a peace symbol that is normally clasped 
by the eagle, was excluded. A military serial number was 
lettered on the eagle's chest as well as the notation:
"Eagle Corps II," further alluding to the militant nature 
of the eagle. The painted juice containers were not meant 
to represent any specific items such as bombs or grenades, 
as has been inferred by some viewers (it is possible that 
such a meaning may have been sub-conscious). Rather the 
containers were intended to represent the continual
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Fig. 4 - EAGLE CORPS II 
72" x 7" x 8"
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psychological bombardment of the patriotic image on the 
American public. The aesthetic qualities of the streamlined 
lemon shape, coupled with the heavy metallic sculptural 
effect created when the containers were painted gold and 
silver were the main consideration in choosing the juice 
containers. The photograph on the back panel symbolized 
the average American whose consciousness is repeatedly 
subjected to patriotic imagery. Constructions such as 
"Great American Soup Can Totem," completed later, were 
variations on the ideas that "Eagle Corps II" represents.
Advertising media employing the patriotic motif 
formed the basis for a second construction entitled "Great 
American Soup Can Totem." This project was constructed 
somewhat along the lines of "Eagle Corps II," but on a 
reduced scale. Parts utilized consisted of wood, plexi­
glass, soup spoons, and empty cans bearing the "Great 
American Soups" label. A small varnished box with a 
hinged door containing a sheet of plexiglass was construct­
ed. Attached to each side of the box were representations 
of eagle wings fabricated from sheets of plywood. The 
empty soup cans were then placed inside the box and 
soldered one on top of the other to form a totem effect. 
Decals bearing the head of an American eagle and the 
American shield were affixed over the door of the box.
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The completed art form was designed to be placed on a 
mantel in the manner of a small early American clock.
As opposed to earlier projects, "Great American 
Soup Can Totem" was primarily intended as a satirical 
statement on the patriotic image. Its purpose was to
Fig. 5 - GREAT AMERICAN SOUP CAN TOTEM 
22" x 6" x 6"
deride the commercialization that has encompassed national 
imagery and to emphasize the extent to which the patriotic 
image is being established in the consciousness of the 
average American.
The fabrication of a construction-type art form 
which had the additional feature of being electrically 
lighted, represented the furthest extent of experimentation 
utilizing assemblage as the expressive media for the
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patriotic image. St. George, again, was chosen as the 
dominant symbol, but in this instance it was intended to 
over-glorify or over-emphasize his exploits in order to 
express the ludicrousness present in attaching too great a 
significance to a symbol of patriotism.
A varnished box with plexiglass windows was con­
structed similar in form to a cathedral spire. On the 
top of this box was placed a wing-like chrome automobile 
ornament, above which a halo-like device was attached.
The purpose of this device was to represent the religious 
implication present in the St. George symbol. The box 
was set on a welded iron frame, each side of which had a 
cross of St. George banner attached. Placed inside the 
box were numerous items which allude to St. George's 
super-human prowess and which St. George might conceivably 
have owned or used during his lifetime. I chose to 
designate these items as relics and, such notations as 
"relic box" and "St. George" appear on the sides of the 
display case providing impetus for the title of the work, 
"St, George's Relic Box." Among the items included in 
the box were the following: one military medal supposedly 
presented to St. George for meritorious service, a lock of 
St, George's hair, a golden replica of St, George's heart 
complete with a Union Jack decal, a cast bronze belt buckle 
bearing the form of a dragon, an effigy of St, George in
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armor bearing a resemblance to superman— including the 
broad "S" symbol displayed across the chest, and a 
chrome-plated rear view mirror conceivably utilized in 
St. George’s battles with the dragon. The items mentioned 
above were placed at random in the box and illuminated by 
an electric light which could be activated by the viewer.
Fig. 6 - ST. GEORGE'S RELIC BOX 
84" x 9" x 8"
Because of the strict experimental nature of "St. 
George's Relic Box," many flaws are exhibited, especially 
in the workmanship. It is expected, however, that these 
shortcomings will be remedied in future works and 
"St. George's Relic Box" will provide a basis for intro­
ducing works of improved craftsmanship and works that will
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employ the patriotic image with what I consider a more 
unique quality, e.g., life-size plywood cut-outs of 
St. George in large plexiglass cases with arrangements of 
three-dimensional items such as flags and medals in smaller 
illuminated compartments within the structure, large plexi­
glass cases designed to hang on the wall and featuring 
cut-out drawings of St. George reposing in state, complete 
with all the paraphernalia and trappings of a state funeral.
A format adopting the drawing-painting technique in 
conjunction with items of a sculptural nature resulted in 
a work which was entitled "Great American Pilot Memorial." 
This work utilized illustration board pressure-glued to a 
masonite backing as a working surface and incorporated 
plexiglass, balsa wood and figures cut from illustration 
board to present both a two and three-dimensional appear­
ance .
The following procedure was adopted in the construct­
ion of "Great American Pilot Memorial": a balsa wood 
airplane bearing American insignia was built and designed 
to form a bas-relief on the left-hand portion of the work.
On the right of the work, a careful pen and pencil drawing 
of a man in flying gear was installed beneath a painting 
of a columned monumental type of edifice reminiscent of 
Greek architecture. The stars and stripes emblem decorated 
the edifice and surrounded the outline of the pilot.
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Above the portal of the monument an inscription "The 
American Pilot" was lettered. A portion along the top, 
approximately eight inches in height and spanning the full
Fig. 7 - GREAT AMERICAN PILOT MEMORIAL
39" x 24"
to
length of the work, incorporated a plexiglass window and 
was designed to function as a display case. Inside this 
case, painted cut-outs of planes flying in formation and 
American star emblems were attached to complete the 
desired effect.
The "Great American Pilot Memorial" was intended to 
be a personal artistic statement about the heroic pilot 
image. It presents the flyer as a patriotic figurehead 
and transforms him into a type of national monument. In
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addition, it expressess the romanticism that has always 
been associated with the image of the American aviator.
Experiments in presenting elements of patriotic 
symbolism solely as components in a broad overall design
devoid of any personal comment resulted in an art work 
entitled "Britannia with Patriotic Symbols." A frame for 
canvas consisting of seven sides and shaped roughly in the 
form of an oval was constructed. A stylized version of 
the Union Jack (in color and form) was then painted on 
the center portion of the canvas. Above the Union Jack 
the canopy of a parachute was painted and designed so 
that its outer edge would parallel the curvature of the




canvas. In the center of the parachute, the roundel 
emblem of Britain was superimposed over a stylized cross. 
Below the Union Jack, colored striped cloth was adhered 
to an X-shaped frame and attached to the canvas. A care­
ful pencil drawing of Britannia in a seductive pose was 
then drawn and mounted on the right side of the British 
flag under a protective covering of plexiglass. The 
effect of the work is to give a rather unusual and unique 
appearance to the patriotic image.
In all the previously mentioned works the patriotic 
theme was largely confined to images pertaining to Britain 
and America. To provide variety and to avoid overly employ­
ing the theme in relation to any particular cultural group,
I decided to broaden the patriotic viewpoint to include 
the national imagery of other cultures as well. Germany, 
particularly Imperial Germany, as a country rich in 
patriotic imagery presented an excellent subject and 
became the basis of thematic material for the work 
entitled "Portrait of a German Officer #11," Marsden 
Hartley’s noted painting "Portrait of a German Officer," 
which has been commented on in chapter II of this thesis, 
provided the inspiration and also the basis for the 
choice of title and numerical designation of the work. The 
format consists of canvas constructed in the traditional 
rectangular shape, but it includes the addition of a
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plexiglass-fronted display case along the right-hand side. 
Inside the display case the cut-out pencil drawing of an 
Imperial German officer was fastened securely. Above 
this drawing a large three-dimensional German national 
cockade symbol was attached to the background of the 
display case. Behind the German officer and along an area
Fig. 9 - PORTRAIT OF A GERMAN OFFICER #11
40" x 60"
on the left side of the painting was affixed a brightly 
colored striped cloth reminiscent of a military decoration 
ribbon. Dominating the central portion of the canvas is 
a large black iron-cross, a widely recognized symbol of 
German nationalism. By choice of symbolism and the manner 
of depiction, the work was intended to present (on a 
physical and aesthetic basis) the varied images that occur 




Imagery pertaining to national identity has formed an 
integral part of the social consciousness of cultural 
groups throughout history. From paleolithic times to the 
present, evidence suggests that human beings have repeated­
ly experienced the need to identify with symbols that 
represent group solidarity. This chauvinistic trait 
inherent in man's nature contains unique psychological 
properties worthy of examination. The artist ranks high 
among those individuals who have concerned themselves with 
contemplation of the patriotic concept.
In past history as well as in contemporary times 
art forms have provided methods for interpreting a 
society's view of nationalism. Through the artists' 
ability to translate impressions and feelings into 
aesthetic forms, insight into and knowledge of the nature 
of the patriotic image has been greatly enriched. If 
only because the artist has provided an impressive histor­
ical record encompassing the viewpoint of many cultures, 
his contributions can be considered invaluable.
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Assuming that future artists will continue to draw, 
paint, and construct the patriotic image as they see fit, 
the historic record of man's involvement with nationalism 
will be maintained.
If the work of contemporary American artists can be 
taken as indications of trends to come, the representation 
of the patriotic image can be expected to undergo unusual 
developments. Assemblage and constructional techniques 
will undoubtedly be employed more often as the techniques 
adopted by artists such as Edward Kienholz gain wider 
acceptance in art circles. Experiments with lighting 
techniques, an aspect of art largely in its infancy, will 
broaden. Large neon-lighted flags or light-pulsating 
American eagles are entirely possible. The day may 
arrive when the American flag itself will become a large 
vacuum-formed plastic rectangle, illuminated internally, 
and designed to be activated at night and deactivated in 
the day, thus denoting an age when technology so dominates 
society that it becomes a factor in restructuring the 
traditional appearance of national symbols. When this 
technological high-point is reached, who knows what forms 
art will employ? Perhaps the patriotic image in art will 
consist entirely of machined, polychromed metal castings 
of national symbols arranged on a large platform and 
designed to be electrically powered and moved about
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vertically and horizontally by the artist until he feels 
he has arrived at an aesthetic arrangement. Perhaps 
plastic will be the media most employed in the future.
Even today, acrylic paints utilizing plastic in their 
composition have greatly replaced the traditional oil 
colors. Large plastic bubbles (or tiny ones) hanging 
overhead from ceilings and designed to envelope and protect 
as well as to become a component of an assemblage or 
construction present fascinating prospects. Whatever 
forms art takes in the future, it is certain that techno­
logical development will increasingly affect both the 
materials employed by the artist and the scope of meaning 
of the completed art form.
Because throughout history the artist has retained 
an affinity for the drawn and painted form traditional 
modes of expression can be expected to enjoy continued 
popularity among future artists. The limitless possibili­
ties available in finely executed drawings and paintings 
of a figurative nature when utilized in conjunction with 
plexiglass, plastics and other modern materials, present 
exciting technical prospects.
As far as my future involvement with the patriotic 
theme is concerned, I expect that my experience from 
1969 to the present will provide the groundwork for even 
greater experimentation with art forms containing
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patriotic significance. However, I also feel that too 
great an involvement with a particular mode of expression 
eventually presents a handicap to an artist's creativity. 
For this reason I expect that in future art works, images 
other than the patriotic image will be sought by me and 
employed with aesthetic results. It is my personal opinion 
that the true worth of an artist is measured by his ability 
to eye continually with anticipation the exploration of 
new frontiers in his art and to profit from the experience 
gained in past accomplishments. I have undertaken such 
exploration and will continue to do so.
I hope I shall experience the same measure of 
accomplishment and satisfaction from other thematic 
material as I have experienced with the patriotic image.
APPENDIX I
LIST OF ART WORK IN THESIS EXHIBITION
University Center Art Gallery 
May 9 through May 23, 1971
1. GREAT AMERICAN PILOT MEMORIAL
Acrylic, plexiglass, balsa wood, illustration
board
24" x 55"
2. BRITANNIA WITH PATRIOTIC SYMBOLS 
Acrylic, plexiglass, cloth, poster board 
48" x 55"
3. PORTRAIT OF A GERMAN OFFICER #11 
Acrylic, plexiglass, cloth, poster board 
40" x 50"'
4. SUPER-STRUCTURE
Acrylic, illustration board 57" x 91"
5. THE SUN NEVER SETS ON THE EMPIRE 
Acrylic, plexiglass, poster board 48" x 31"
6. PORTRAIT OF A BRITISH MONARCH 
Acrylic, plexiglass, various media 
4" x 18" x 47"
7. PORTRAIT OF A FRENCH OFFICER 
Acrylic, illustration board, plexiglass 
48" x 18"
8. NATIONAL SYMBOL






10. PRUSSIAN GENERALS 
Pencil, watercolor
11. JOHN BULL 
Pencil, watercolor
12. AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION 
Pencil, watercolor
13. BREAKFAST CEREAL 
Pencil, watercolor
14. CAMPAIGN TRAIN 
Pencil, watercolor
15. MONUMENT TO CAPTAIN AMERICA 
Pencil, watercolor
16. MONUMENT TO THE SCOT'S GUARDS 
Pencil, watercolor
17. COFFEE WITH SUGAR 
Pencil
18. THREE FLAVORS
Pencil, watercolor, collage material
19. BRITANNIA SKETCH 
Pencil
20. NATIONAL SYMBOL #2
Pencil, watercolor, collage material
21. CAPTAIN AMERICA’S HEART 
Pencil
22. NATIONAL SYMBOL #3
Pencil, watercolor, collage material
23. MONUMENT TO THE MOUNTIES
Pencil, watercolor, collage material
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